PLEASE READ THROUGH INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE YOU DECORATE.

TO DECORATE CAKE YOU WILL NEED:

- Wilton Decorating Bag and Coupler or parchment paper triangles
- Tubes 3, 16 and 22
- Serving plate
- One 2-layer cake mix or ingredients for your favorite layer cake recipe
- 3½ cups buttercream icing (recipe in this booklet) or 3 packages of creamy vanilla type frosting mix (15.4 oz. box)
Decorating Your
WONDER WOMAN™ CAKE

To make the Wonder Woman cake in the colors shown, you will need Wilton Paste Food Colors in Lemon Yellow, Brown, Christmas Red, Royal Blue and Pink. We suggest you color all icings at one time, while the cake cools. Refrigerate colored icings in covered containers until ready to use.

- Tint ¾ cup icing brown for outlines and hair.
- Tint 1 ⅓ cups icing yellow for suit and magic rope.
- Tint ¾ cup icing flesh for arms, neck and hands. (Mix light pink icing, add drop of brown.)
- Tint ¼ cup icing red for suit and earrings.
- Tint ¼ cup icing blue for bracelets and lower portion of suit.
- Reserve ¼ cup icing white for star designs on suit and background.

WITH YELLOW ICING
- Use spatula to ice magic rope area smooth.

WITH BROWN ICING
- Use tube 3 and “To Outline” directions to outline all details.
- Use tube 16 and “To Outline” directions to pipe her long, flowing hair.

WITH FLESH ICING
- Use tube 16 and “To Make Stars” directions to cover her arms, neck and hands.
- Position plastic Wonder Woman face on cake.

WITH BLUE ICING
- Use tube 16 and “To Make Stars” directions to cover bracelets and lower portion of suit with stars.

WITH YELLOW ICING
- Use tube 16 and “To Make Stars” directions to cover part of her suit.
- Use tube 22 and “To Make Magic Rope” directions to form the Magic Rope.

WITH RED ICING
- Use tube 16 and “To Make Stars” directions to cover suit.
- Use tube 3 to add dot earrings.

WITH WHITE ICING
- Use tube 16 and “To Make Stars” directions to cover background space near right arm.
- Use tube 22 and “To Make Stars” directions to add stars to lower portion of her suit.

Now that favorite super heroine, Wonder Woman, is ready to star at any party or happy celebration!